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Who We Are
Before diving in to all the information and articles of this GEAzine, it's best to start with introductions. Here are a few
GEA member agencies and a little bit about each one. This is only a handful of the agencies that support and
opperate within GEA. Your organization is just as much a part of our GEA family and we'd love to learn more about
you in our next issue. If there is something that you'd like to see in future issues, we'd love to hear from you, so please
reach out to your GEA liason with any questions or comments you might have.

Boyle Street Community
Services
Boyle Street Community Services is a local
charity that has been providing support and
services to Edmontonians experiencing poverty
and homelessness for the last 50 years. Our
mission is to build and provide community
supports for vulnerable populations who face
multiple barriers to inclusion so we can end
chronic homelessness in our city.

The Anglican Diocese of
Edmonton

We offer over 40 programs serving people of all
ages and backgrounds, centering Indigenous
culture recognizing the overrepresentation of
Indigenous
peoples
experiencing
homelessness. With our actions guided by our
values and rooted in harm reduction, we meet
people where they are at with love and dignity
and walk alongside each individual as they take
control of their own lives to break the cycle of
poverty and homelessness.

Led by our current bishop, the Right Reverend
Jane Alexander, members of the Anglican
Diocese of Edmonton seek to further God’s
Kingdom by being communities where Jesus’
own ministry of healing, reconciliation and new
life is lived out in our worship, service and
partnerships with other churches and groups
locally and around the world.
With Edmonton at the geographical center, the
diocese consists of 53 urban and rural parishes
in an area of more than 126,000 square
kilometres of central Alberta, extending to the
borders of the adjacent provinces of British
Columbia in the west and Saskatchewan in the
east.
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CSU 52
civic service union
We, at Civic Service Union 52, represent the technical,
professional, and administrative workers within the City
of Edmonton, Edmonton Public Library, TELUS World of
Science Edmonton, EPCOR, and Capital Power. For over
100 years, our members have helped develop, design,
operate, and provide services for the capital region.
Our staff are dedicated professionals with expertise
and experience in representing members. With over
1.2 million dollars donated over the last 10 years, we
pride ourselves in being Devoted to our Members and
Community.

UA Local 488
Plumbers and Pipefitters union
UA Local 488, the Plumbers and Pipefitters
union, has a long history in Edmonton. Local
488 was incorporated in 1904 when
Edmonton was merely a town of 8,350. By the
end of 1905, Edmonton had six miles of
sewers, 125 miles of water mains and a grand
total of 405 customers. As the city grew, so
did demand for the expertise of our plumbing,
gas and steam fitting members.

For most of us, paid employment is a major component
of our lives. We spend a third of our time at work;
making friends with co-workers, investing in our
education and training, and becoming committed to
our chosen professions. It is with this understanding
that CSU 52 proudly works to improve the quality of life
for working people.
Throughout history, unions have fought for the rights
and dignity of workers. We enjoy employment
standards, health and safety regulations, work-life
balance, and other rights because of working people
standing strong together for what is right. We believe
worker’s rights are human rights. This is why we
continue to advocate on behalf of working people.

UA Local 488 believes in representing its
members and was the first union in Edmonton
to bargain and achieve the 40-hour work
week; an achievement that we still enjoy
today. We are Alberta’s largest construction
union with more than ten thousand members
representing Sprinkler Fitters, Plumbers,
HVAC mechanics, Steamfitters, Pressure
welders, Instrumentation, and Pipe liners.
Because of the incredible demand for our
skills in Northern Alberta, Local 488 supplies
more pipe trades workers than any other
Local in North America!
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UA Local 488 believes in Education and
improving the high skill set of our members,
that is why we built the Alberta Pipe Trades
College. We see the Alberta Pipe Trades
college as an investment into the future
success of UA Local 488 and its highly skilled
members.

General Teamsters
Local #362

Local Union 720
Ironworkers Local Union720 received its charter
from the International Association of Bridge,
Structural, Ornamental and Reinforcing Ironworkers
on July 6, 1949. Today, Local 720 has
approximately 1754 members who work on
construction sites as well as maintenance in
operating plants across central and northern
Alberta.
Ironworkers Local 720 believes in open and
transparent
communication,
commitment
&
dedication, and accountability to our members and
partners in the communities where we work and
live. Lifelong learning and innovated approaches to
issues and causes is how we forge and maintain
strong partnerships with those we work with. We
have played a positive role in raising safety levels,
benefits, providing apprenticeship training and
respect for workers on the jobs who are also our
friends and neighbors in our communities.
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Iron Workers

General Teamsters Local #362 received its first Charter
on January 19th, 1962 from the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters. Since 1962, Teamsters Local
362 has provided membership with needed labour
representation in varying industries, such as: Aviation,
Freight, Concrete, Construction and Pipeline, Courier,
Transport for Motion Production, and various other
Security based industries.
Representing approximately 7000 Members in Alberta
and the Northwest Territories, Local 362 advocates for
improvement within workplaces we represent, by
enhancing workplace safety, fair and progressive
wages, benefit and pension plans all while setting
industry standards for our greater community. By
lending a helping hand in times of need for Albertans
and Canadians alike, Teamsters Local 362 takes an
active role in the betterment and support of the
communities our members reside in.
Affiliated with Teamsters Canada and the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters, Teamsters Local 362 is part
of a larger unified family with a strong tradition of
providing excellent service to 2.5 million Members
across North America
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Our Saviour
Lutheran Church

Amalgamated
Transit Union

We are a family-sized congregation of ~ 200
members located in West Edmonton.
Our mission is: WE reflect Christ’s love to the world:
Welcoming all with open arms; and,
Equipping all with a living faith.
Our vision is: To SHINE as a people continually
transformed by God’s grace and committed to:
Share the good news;
Honor the living God;
Ignite hope and compassion;
Nurture community; and
Equip others with faith for daily living.
We believe developing broad-based ties between
faith-based, labour, and community service
institutions is critical for the advancement of the
common good in our city and beyond.

Local 569
Amalgamated Transit Union Local 569 is part of an
International Union representing Transit and School bus
workers across the continent.
In Canada we have Locals from St John's NFLD to Port
Alberni, BC. Here in the Edmonton area, we've been
representing
operators,
maintenance
workers,
schedulers, dispatchers, instructors, peace officers and
paratransit operators since 1911. Our jurisdiction extends
to all of Edmonton Transit, St. Albert Transit, DATS and
Red Deer Transit. We are proud founding members of the
Greater Edmonton Alliance and look forward to working
together to build a powerful coalition of caring, peaceful
organizations.

Lutheran Synod of Alberta and the Territories
Although most of our membership resides in Alberta, the Synod oversees the spiritual care of members from
Whitehorse, YK, to Yellowknife, NWT, into Western Saskatchewan. In cooperation with the Anglican Church of Canada,
and para-church organizations, the ABT Synod provides for the spiritual care of all its ~ 20 000 members across 84
affiliated congregations.
Our mission priorities include: Spirit-Led Leadership; Hope-Filled Discipleship; Innovative Tradition; and, Collaborative
Partnerships. Our interest in establishing and developing the latter caused the Synod to become a founding
member in both the Greater Edmonton Alliance, and the Calgary Alliance for the Common Good.
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A.R.T. Focus
Living Wages & Quality Jobs
Over the last several years the Action Research Team working toward Living Wages and
Quality Jobs for Edmontonians has been encouraging the city to be a living wage employer.

We have encouraged the city to be a living-wage

encouragement and understanding.

employer and to extend that policy to any contracts
they accept, or contractors they employ. Through

Our second phase is to begin encouraging and

conversations with counsellors and what we call an

supporting other employers who pay living wages

"Action Assembly" where members of GEA (unions,

(which is higher than minimum wage). Several months

non-profits & religious organizations) gathered to

ago we decided that we should get involved with

share stories from people who have been affected by

Alberta Living Wage Network as they had the same

receiving -or what it would mean to receive- a living

goals as us and were working for the entire province. A

wage. We asked for our city counsellors to work

website and a living wage calculator will be used to

towards these and other actions. We asked for a

assist employers. Once accepted they will be given

commitment from them and in return they asked for a

visibility and consumers will be able to find and

commitment from us. We do not work by force but by

support their local living wage businesses
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A.R.T. Focus
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Livable Incomes: Katy Ingraham
Edmonton’s living wage is calculated at $16.51 an hour. That’s what it takes for a four-person
family, with both parents working full time, to stay afloat.

Most Albertans who live in poverty are working – many

This week we met with Katy Ingraham, co-owner of

of them work two or three jobs to support themselves

Cartago, a family-friendly neighbourhood pub in the

and their families. The recent increase to Alberta’s

Forest Heights area. As a small business owner in the

minimum wage was intended to help solve that issue,

restaurant industry, where budgets are tight and

but putting it into practice has required adjustment

minimum wage is the norm, she understands the

from Alberta businesses.

challenges around making the change. But she is also
committed to paying her staff a wage that supports
them, and wants the industry to look for solutions that
allow other businesses to do the same.
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Our Global Community

Here's some of what other community organizations like GEA have been accomplishing across
North America. So much gained through the power of showing up.
- Stories and references compiled by Frank Pierson and Joe Chrasil

OTOC CELEBRATES PAYDAY LENDING VICTORY
IN PASSAGE OF INITIATIVE 428
After three and a half years working to cap "sky-high" fees that
Nebraska payday lenders charge, Omaha Together One
Community (OTOC) won a landslide victory (83% to 17%) for
statewide Initiative 428, reducing maximum interest rates on
payday loans from 387% to 36%.
-Payday Lending Regulation Is On the Ballot in Nebraska Amid Sky-High
Interest Rates, Yahoo Finance

WTOS LEVERAGES CITY FUNDING FOR NEW
MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM IN RURAL TEXAS
"Due to the stress and anxiety brought on by the pandemic,
leaders from the West Texas Organizing Strategy (WTOS) decided
to start a program to support mental health.
WTOS asked a variety of members within the Lubbock community
how Covid-19 had impacted their family, and the most common
answer was mental health. As a result, the grant came from the
city’s Covid-19 relief funds. Catholic Charities has collaborated
with WTOS to help bring awareness to the [new] program."
-Catholic Charities Receives Grant for New Mental Health Program,
Everything Lubbock

WTOS LEVERAGES CITY FUNDING FOR NEW
MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM IN RURAL TEXAS
One year after more than 200 people packed the parish hall at
Our Lady of Guadalupe Church, voicing their concerns to Texas
Department of Transportation officials, crews improved a curve off
FM 1560 and Riggs Road that drivers called dangerous and deadly.
-Drivers Happy With Changes Made to 'Dangerous' Curve in Helotes, KSAT
-Community Group and Parishioners Celebrate Changes at Controversial
Intersection in Helotes, San Antonio-Express News
-COPS/Metro Urges TxDOT to Address "Deadly Curve" Near Church and
School, West / Southwest IAF
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Our Global Community
'WEST MICHIGAN COMMUNITY ORGANIZING'
LAUNCHES with MOMENTUM
In late October, more than 200 people from dozens of Grand
Rapids area institutions gathered virtually to launch a broad-based
organizing sponsoring team in West Michigan. At the event
dubbed "Momentum," ten institutions committed as sponsoring
members and pledged a combined $33,600, to be matched by an
anonymous donor. Leaders pledged to double the number of
institutions at the table and raise sufficient funds to build a
sponsoring committee.

DAI BUILDS ALLIANCES WITH BUSINESS
COMMUNITY IN JOINT CALL FOR EXPANDED
ELIGIBILITY TO FEDERAL STIMULUS

Auxiliary Bishop
h
Greg
Gr
Kellyy and
an Chris Wallace, Co-Chair of the
Texas Business Immigration Coalition,
Coall
note
ot in an editorial
edit
d
that
tha
hat the
he
CARES Act "was supposed to provide stimulus checks for all
Americans with Social Security numbers. But a subtle change
e in
federal tax law in 2017 requires both spouses in a marriage
ge
e to
t
have Social Security numbers, resulting in many Americans
becoming
beco
b
oming
ng
g ineligible for assistance
assista
ance because they are married to
a
foreign
foreig
n nationals who are not U.S.
U.S citizens.
citizens As a result
re
of this
hi
careless oversight, 1.7 million U.S.
U S citizens
itiz s or
o green-card
r en
d holders,
hold
h
der
ers
along with their 3.7 million children, were left out of the stimulus
package...."

-All U.S. Citizens Are Entitled To Stimulus Relief, Even If They Are Married
To Foreign Nationals, Dallas Morning News

COPA MOVES TO THE CENTER OF COUNTY
STRATEGY TO TAMP DOWN THE PANDEMIC
Adriana Molina (in photo above) believes her late father contracted
COVID-19 while working in the fields. COPA organizing efforts have
unearthed countless stories illustrating significant information
gaps when it comes to wage replacement, temporary housing for
supported isolation, contact tracing and more. COPA is now
working with the Monterey County Board of Supervisors and
Health Department to ensure county strategies leave no such gaps
this winter.
-The Only Way Monterey County Reopens During the Pandemic Is If All
Voices Are At the Table to Find Solutions, Monterey County Weekly
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Our Global Community
ers

TMO Works to Reach Election Day Vot
After Early Voting Success

Organization, a
"According to The Metropolitan
Houston area,
coalition of faith-based nonprofits in the
p defines as
grou
“low propensity voters” — which the
quent, young, or
voters who are newly registered, infre
ing ballots at
from communities of color — are cast
in the 2016
seen
e
rates on par with or exceeding thos
] precincts."
election in nearly all of the[ir targeted
(Houston Chronicle)

Day Voters After Record
-Campaigns Try To Reach Election
Early Voting, Houston Chronicle

Central Texas Interfa
ith Boosts Early Turn
out in
Rural Bastrop & Subu
rban Williamson Coun
ties
"By the end of

early voting, [CTI] saw
marked increases in
precincts they target
16 of the 17
ed across the Austin
area. Rev. Miles R. Bra
II, of St. Julian of Norw
ndon
ich Episcopal Church
in Round Rock, said
of the people they con
ma
ny
tacted found it refres
hing that they were be
asked only to vote an
ing
d weren’t being sold
a particular candidate
political party. 'We do
or
n’t talk to people abou
t
can
didates, but we talk to
them about issues.”
(Austin American States
man)
-Suburban Swing:On
ce

Reliably Red, William
son Voters Back Bid
Austin American-States
en, Cornyn,
man
-Bastrop County No
nprofit Works to
Inc
rea
se
Turnout Area, Austin
Voter Participation
American Statesman
in Low

Dallas Area Interfaith Targets Latino Voters in State House Districts
"Julio Román, a Dallas resident, spent some of his Saturday passing out nearly a hundred voter registration
cards to people in the city....Román is with Dallas Area Interfaith, a grassroots coalition focused on improving
communities in the DFW area. Throughout the pandemic, the group has been helping immigrant
communities pay their rent, conducting food drives and encouraging people to vote." (Dallas Observer)
-Latino Voters Could Make a Difference in National and North Texas Races, Dallas Morning NewsAbbott's Limits on Dropoff Locations for Mail-In Ballots Won't Affect Dallas County Directly, Dallas Observer
-Under Trump, As Election Approaches, Almost 235,000 Fewer New Citizens Will Be Sworn In This Fiscal Year, Dallas Morning
News
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GEA’s Impact on
Lady Flower Gardens
By Kelly Mills, General Manager of LFG

Most of the people associated with Lady
Flower Gardens do not realize that we even
exist. In large part, this is because of our
association with The Greater Edmonton
Alliance (GEA), and that is something I would
like to remedy. Not only so we can
recommend their exceptional organizing
model to others, but also to help our own
organization develop more institutional
strength.

Flower Gardens (LFG)'s success is due
Lady Flow
to our attempts to incorporate GEA
organizing techniques in working towards
the common good. If our members agencies
understand this then LFG will have a better
chance in getting "buy-in" from those
members to incorporate these shared
principles in a more fundamental way.

With greater buy-in from our partners, Lady
Flower Gardens can be more effective in
realizing our mandate. By next season, LFG
will be marking its 10th year of learning how
to share our farm with 10 different social
agencies. Sharing our land with agencies
that use the land for community
development, agriculture, and nature care.
And it's this model that draws a parallel
between LFG and GEA. Just as GEA has
member agencies, so do we. Just as GEA
helps support their member agencies, so do
we. With GEA’s advice, LFG developed land
use agreements among each agency,
championing the basic principle of
supporting their diverse members however
the individual agency staff felt most
productive to the health and wellness of
their garden teams. We renegotiate these
land use agreements as the needs of the
member agencies change so that both
stability and adaptability are incorporated
into our organizing principles. Organizing
means reorganizing, but in an organized way!
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Another GEA
GEA principle that LFG incorporates
into our work is to never do anything for
someone that they can do for themselves.
Our member agencies serve people from a
multitude of backgrounds and they all face
huge obs
obstacles
tacles to their individual health
health and
wellness. Even though these people may be
struggling with addictions, homelessness,
developmental disabilities,
disabilities, incarcer
incarceration,
ation, or
severe mental illness, our gardeners
gardene know
that their contribu
contributions
tions are needed to take
care of the garden in whatever way they can.
If they can’t bend over, then they might be
the ones forking the carrots. If they
they can’t
walk, then they clean the carrots after the
washtubs are set on picnic tables. Everyone
is useful. Everyone
Everyone is needed. We just have
to figure out, together, what supports they
need to contribute to the common good.
One principle, upheld by GEA, that has had a
huge impact on LFG is our need to be a
dynamic was
‘Broad Based’ organization. This dynamic
fully realized when a diverse group (including
individuals from our different member
agencies) came forward to speak at an
Edmonton Public Hearing regarding an Area
Structure Plan which proposed a heavy haul
highway drawn right over top of o
our
ur farm.
City council
council voted
voted to ask the Provincial
Government to do a feasibility study on
alternate routes, which lead to a 3-year long
movement of the
process, ending with the movement
highway right out of the city. The resulting
media helped us leverage the growing
awareness of local food security in garnering
- 1 3 -
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enough donations to place a conservation
easement on both Lady Flower Gardens and
Riverbend Gardens. The easement is held by
the Edmonton and Area Land Trust, which
has become a powerful new ally in protecting
special lands for future generations.
We are excited to now be building on our
coalition with post-secondary institutions to
collaborate with their students in a win-win
situation; essentially, where students get
course credit for research performed for us.
Presently, we are working with an education
student volunteer from The King’s University,
developing lesson plans for primary school
students and their parents, for our evening
classes next season. The lessons will involve
experiential learning about social &
environmental justice, and will be adapted
for our member agency gardeners when
they come to Lady Flower Gardens during
the daytime. In this way we can start to reach
out the general public while still supporting
our mandate with our member agencies.
LFG is also working with two medical
students and one undergraduate through
the Community Service Learning Program at
the University of Alberta. They are helping to
write a report which, we hope, will inform the
development of the neighbourhood around
us so that it is designed in a way where social
supports, including community policing, are
integrated throughout the community and
the neighbourhood promotes local food
security and public health.

A N

I M P A C T

Self-interest is not a bad thing – one of GEA’s
most important guiding principles -- is
helping to shape LFG's goals in these
collaborations. Peoples’ safety concerns can
be addressed proactively with research,
innovation, and relationship building as well
as a process of evaluation that is community
based, focusing on solutions for the greater
good. People may have fears if they feel
stuck within a system that they have no
investment in, and no voice in. The students’
work will help us develop that system of
mutual self-interest of safety and security
within our growing neighbourhood.

One of the things we would like to improve
upon at LFG is investing more energy in
building relationships and common ground
ahead of time, not only with our potential
allies and neighbours, but also with our own
member agencies. One solution we are
looking at is incorporating, GEA style one-toones at our annual spring meeting when all
our member agency staff gathers to map out
the next season.
These are just a few of the ways that GEA has
supported our work here at LFG. We look
forward to incorporating more of their
principles and improving our work in learning
how to care for the land and each other in a
community development model with people
who have faced huge obstacles in achieving
health and wellness.
- 1 4 -

A nation of organisers:
What David Brooks could learn
from Saul Alinsky and John Wesley
Luke Bretherton - Wed 27 Feb - 2019,

Some commentators identify social isolation as the
root cause of the current crisis in America. True, but
previous generations faced the same problem; and
much can be learned from the way Saul Alinksy (19091972) and John Wesley (1703-1791) addressed it.
David Brooks's article "A Nation of Weavers" points to
social isolation as the root cause of the social crisis
America faces and the personal suffering many
endure. His constructive responseis to reweave the
social fabric from the ground up. Brooks is right on
both counts, but important lessons must be learned
from how previous generations addressed the same
problem.
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Brooks sees "hyperindividualism" and a fragilised social
fabric as new phenomenon. They are not. They are a
constitutive feature of the modern world that
commentators have lamented since the eighteenth
century. For example, John Wesley, the founder of
Methodism, shared Brooks's concerns. As did socialists
and conservative reformers through the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. Some pointed to capitalism as the
cause, with its demand that each puts their self-interest
above that of the common good. Others to an
emphasis on individual autonomy that sees throwing
off social obligations as the basis of freedom and, in
doing so, refuses the reality that each of us is
constituted through our relations with others.

In manner parallel to Brooks, a vision of mutuality and
the need to attend to the whole person characterised
innumerable social visions of how to move from the
world as it is to the world as it should be.
But what Wesley, and many of those who came after
him, understood ― but Brooks does not ― is that
reweaving the social fabric requires not just morals
and mutuality, but agency, institutions and organising.
For example, Wesley did not just ride around
preaching. He had been trained in the medical
knowledge of his time and sought to make this
available to ordinary people by translating medical
texts from Latin into English and printing these in the
form of cheap tracts. Methodists went on to found
hospitals and made visiting the sick a key part of
church life. Methodist circuit riders linked different
communities
together,
sharing
insights
and
innovations from one place to another about how best
to serve health needs.

Wesley's approach contrasted with the technocrats
of his day, who fought to gain control of medical
knowledge through establishing specialist societies
(thereby concentrating agency in the hands of the
expert few), and an aristocratic form of philanthropy
that gave charity, but never addressed the capacity
of those in need to act for themselves (thereby
keeping power in the hands of economic elites).
Wesley's insights are echoed in contemporary
community organising, which has invaluable wisdom
to share on how to address Brooks's concerns. Like
Wesley, community organising makes agency,
institutions and relational organising central to the
task of reweaving the social fabric. It builds on the
work of Saul Alinsky, the "godfather" of community
organising. But what Alinsky adds to Wesley's
approach is an account of politics.

Brooks sees "hyperindividualism"
and a fragilised social fabric as
new phenomenon. They are not.
Alinsky was influenced by his Jewish upbringing and
his involvement in the Labor movement of 1930s. He
saw that addressing poverty and need required not
just resources but cooperation. Reciprocity and
mutuality were central to building self-organised
institutions that gave primacy to social relationships
over and against the individualising and atomising
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demands of either the market or the state. To
sustain faithful relationships and prevent their
subordination to either politics or economics
required moral traditions and institutions. It is in the
churches that Alinsky found the moral basis for
common action and the means of sustaining
mutually responsible, committed relationships
beyond political and economic self-interest.
Like Wesley, Alinsky's approach to organising makes
agency central. In community organising it is called
the iron rule: "never do for others what they can do
for themselves." This should not be heard as
advocating a pull-yourself-up-by-your-bootstraps
philosophy of rugged individualism. Rather, it is
about ensuring that any policy or practice facilitates
those affected to be able to act with and for others,
and not simply be acted upon. Such an approach
seeks to enable those who are excluded from the
decision-making process to act on their own terms
rather than be confined to either a private world of
consumerism ― a sphere of necessity where they
are always responding to the actions of others upon
them (however well-meaning or expert driven) ― or
a disorganised arena of hostile, fearful and broken
relationships.

Alinsky also saw that there was a direct link between
democracy and the forms of associational life religious
institutions nurtured. For while democratic citizenship
is an expression of individual liberty, its performance
and defence are in great measure dependent on
participation in a group. Without being embedded in
some form of association, the individual is naked
before the power of either the market or the state and
lacks a vital means for his or her own self-cultivation.
The problem is that the associations like churches or
unions tend to work against other groups in pursuit of
sectarian interests, and so need linking together
through forms of organising.
Organising is an ongoing process through which to
maintain commonality and recognise and conciliate
conflict in pursuit of shared goods such as better
healthcare, a living wage, decent housing, or safer
streets.
Brooks is right that we need a nation of weavers, but
the wisdom of Wesley and Alinsky suggests this needs
more than kind-hearted people. It needs agency,
institutions, organising and a form of common-life
politics.

Luke Bretherton is Professor of Theological
Ethics and Senior Fellow of the Kenan Institute
for Ethics at Duke University. His latest book is
Christ and the Common Life: Political Theology
and the Case for Democracy.
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Boredom Busters
Su-do-ku

Crossword

Local Hollidaze - by Evan Dowling

WORDS OF
WISDUMB

When Life
Gives You
Melons...
...YOU MIGHT BE DYSLEXIC
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Why did the pony groomer
visit the doctor?
A: BECAUSE HE FELT A LITTLE
HORSE

I was writing a joke about
paper but I couldn't finish it.
IT WAS TEAR-ABLE

Why didn't Cinderella make
the team?
A: SHE RAN AWAY FROM THE
BALL

How it works

Change the first letter of each
word to form a secret phrase,
then use each first letter to
discover Olivia's Message!

example:

Chat
As
Hot
Moors
Ur
Falls

=
=
=
=
=
=

What
Is
Not
Doors
Or
Walls

Olivia the Operative is trying to get a secret message to
you. Can you decode it in time?

-------------

_ecret _essages

Bear
It
Bark
Glace
Telling

Answer: W I N D O W

Rung
In
Hedges
Ace
Homes
End
Rule
Paying

Puzzle Answers

What does Olivia
want to say?

_____
________

This Greater Edmonton Alliance for the
Common Good Magazine was created
by:

Contributions and approval from 2020
GEA Board Members
Articles and opinions authored by GEA
members and IAF affiliates
And Was Designed and Edited by Evan Dowling
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Olivia's Message: "HAPPY HOLIDAYS"

